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Editor's Introduction

Thanks to-renewed support from the National Science Foundation and the
National EndoWment for the Humanities, the Awsletter has embarked On its fifth
year of publication. Several changes will be'appareneto regular 'readers and
other innovations deserve to be pointed out. First, the publication has a new
institutional hape and is now being produced under the auspices of the Harvard
Uhiversity Program on Science, Tethtolog§ and Public Policy. Next, it bees .a new

title--Newsletter on Science,'Technology & Human Values--a title, whir reflects
its emphasis on the ethicAl dimensions,of science

4
and technology, including the

public perceptions of those issues.
.

Another departure is the immediate initiation of a subscription fee: 56.00
for the four issues of academic year X976-q7. This has been made necessary, in
part, by mounting production costs, enA!-the growth'of the Newsletter aildiegce.
In larger part, howetver, the charge reflects the conviction of OUT spopsors that
the science-technology-values fielddhas becone healthy enough to begin to con-
tribute to the support of a professional publication. Your gUpport of this effort
will help to ensure the continua$ion of the Newsletter and will provide an indi-
cation of the vitality of the field. To subscribe, simply return the form in the
front of this issue, with yoUrcheck or money order, to the'Newsletter office.

A distinguished board.of Editorial Advisors h been assembled to provide
guidance in shaping the direction'of the Newsletter. 'Its members Include'spe-
cialists in the humanities and social sciences (history, phiItsophy, litelatureo
political science,'sociology,.bioethics), as well as the natural sciences (phys-
ics, biology) and engineeridag. Together, these advisors represent the full range

'of disciplipary concerns which characterize the science-values fikld.

This issue 4if the Newsletter has been designated Number 17: this is but one
wdy of acknowledging the direct line between the current ublication and the
pearlier sexies.of Newsletters of the Program on Public Conceptions of Science.
Writing in the dune 1976 issue (Number 16), Gerald Holton characterized the parent
'Newsletter as "a sort ofdentral switchboard and matchmaker for the..t'invisible
college' of producers'and users interested in (this) work." The Newsletter on
Science, Technology & Human Values will continue to actas a central switchboard
and to serve as a mechanism for the sharing of scholarly and resource oriented
information which cuts across disciplinary boundaries and contributes to the
.cOntileued development of research and teaching in this field.

. -
To this end, the "News Items"-, section will carry brief, summaries of actions

by government agencies4,professional organizations and the like; reports of
teaching programs, and research in progress; and timely announcements of confer-
ences and fellowship opportunities. Readers are not only invited but urged to .

,submit materials.

Similarly,through the "General, jlibliography" section with its annotated
lJstings of recent articles, books and reports, the Newsletter seeks t9 provide
a guide to current resources. Suggetlons,from reademis--of.their own and other

/
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publications'- -will help to broaden the scope-of the Bibliography.

In the past, the Newsletter-has featured both scholarly articles on ,

significant issues and special bibliographies on particular topics (e.g., "The
Law-Science ConfraFtation "), or the works of a particular country. (e.g.,' the
Soviet Union). Cohtinuing that tradition, Section II of this issue consists
of an article by Harvey Brooks, "Technorogy Assossment in Retrospect." Readers
are invite1d to submit manuscripts for consideration. Three copie6 of the
article to be reviewed should be sent to the Editor; the maximum length is 25,_
pages (double-spaced).

Many develOpments attest to the surging interest in issues of scientific
ethics.*'- To cite but one especially visible example: the social and scientific
implications of recombinant DNA research are being. scrutinized by scientists,,
research* organizations, government agencies, congressional committees, local
governments, and scholars, in the humanities and social sciences. (See News
Items B, C, F, and G.) In the academic arena, a 'recent survey by the Cornell
University Program in Science, Technology:and Society has identified'more than
175 formal programs involved in some aspect Of science-and-society research and/
or teaching. Signs of the increasing. professionalization of the field include
the formation o specialty groups within existing disciplinary societies, such
as the Philosophy and Medicine Comthittee of theAmerican Philothophical Associa-
tion. In addition, there is a new organization whose focus encompasses at least
a portion of the Science-values field.: the year-old Society,for Social Studies
of Science (4S), which has already attracted more than four hundred. members.

Our continued ability to,serve the needs of this developing field depends,
heavily on the participation and,supportA64 our readers. In past years you have
been most generous.in sharing information about your activities, research and-
publications. ,We will continue to rely onyour contributions of news, your
suggestions of needs to be filled, and your support of thiS Newsletter through
subscription.

r

9

1V,

6

Vivien B. Shelauski , '""
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I. NEWS ITEMS AND COMMUNICATIONS

NSF,Office of ,Science and Society,

An Office
P

of Science and Sobiety (0Sgl has been established
the Science Education Directorate of the National Science Founda-

epn. Dr. Alexander J. Morin is Director of the Office. The dis-
tinctive task of the programs,which comprige the OAS is to facilitate
a better understanding of the changing relationship between the sciii
entific and technological communities and the society of which they
are part.

The Public Understanding of Science Program, led by George W.
Tressei, is'directed,toward two principal goals:

0
1) increased public understanding of the nature of science

and technology as social and intellectuil processes andi'
of their relationship to the society in which these pro-
cesses take place, and

,2) increased public understanding of the scientific and
technological components of major issses of current pub-
lic policy.

.

The program also has several secondary, goals in support of its
basic objectives:

3) to improveithe scope, level and quality of scientific and
technical writing and reporting addressed to the general
public;

to improve tee techniques of distribution and dissemination
of scientific and technical information tb non-scientists;
and

5) to encourage research'and analytical studies that ,lead to
." greater understanding of the communication process and, the

.

public audience.

Revised program guidelines are now in preparation and should be
. available by the end of 1976. For further information, write to:

Public Understanding of Science, Science Education Directorate, National
Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20550.

William A. Elanpied has been appointed Program Manager for the
Ethical and Human Value Implications of Science and Technology Program.
The EHVIST program has three principal objectivei:,

1) increased' understanding of the ethical-problems and valua.
conflicts generated by scientific"and technological develop-
ments; as ttly affect both the spientific community and the
larger' society;

7
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-2) increased understanding of the impact of changing ethical
and social standards on

the

scientific and technological
enterprise, including theissues raised in establishing re-
search priorities and in the conduct of xesearch; and

3) increased understanding of those processes of interaction
between science and society which generate 4alue conflicts
and those which may lead to their resolution.

The program supports research (including analytical pd case
studies), conferences, workshops and other activities designed to reach
these objectiles. When appropriate,projects may also be supported in
collaboration with the National Endowment for the Humanities and other
federal agencies. Revised guidelines, which should be available in
early 1977, will specify program priorities for the current year and
provide instructions for the preparation and submission of proposals.

For further information, write to:- Ethical and Human Value
Implications of Science and Technology, Science Education Directorate,
National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C. 20550.

Planning for the Science for Citizens Program has been underway
for more than a year; its objectives are:

1) to facilitate the participation of scientists and nonscientists
in the resolution of public policy issues with significant

scientific and technolOgical components;

2) to enable citizens, individually and in their Organizations,
to identify and to securescientific and technical information
that will enable them to deal more effectively with issues of

4-

public policy; and

' 3) to establish effective dialogues between citizens and scientists,
especially at the local and community level, that may lead to
increased mutual understanding.

In Fiscal Year 1977, the first year of funding for this program,
several experimental means of approaching these objectives will be under
consideration, in order to develdp appropriate guidelines for the prep-
aratidn of,proposals.

Requests for further information should be addressed to: -Science
for Citizens, Science Education Directorate, Vational Science Foundatibn,
Washington, D.C. 20550. ,

w

B. Research Controversy in Cambridge, Ma.

Public debate over the safety of recombinant DNA research took a
new direction during the summer, phen the City Council of Cambridge,

8
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MAsachusetts, held ,hearinv and called for a moratorium on4recom-
binant DNA experimintatiOnlwithin Cambridge. I

The Cambridge city government became involved in the debate 1.

(after an announcement by Harvard Uniyersitithat plans were underway
to renovate the fourth floor of the biology building to provide-con-

.

.tainment facilities for moderate risk genetic experiments, including
isk some involving the new recombinant technique. Cambridge Mayor Alfred

4 Vellucci argued 5.hat the proposed Harvard laboratory"and recom-.
binant DNA experiments conld endanger the health of CaMbridie Citi-
zens and, were thus a matter for the City Council's consideration:
Vellucci\called a special hearing on June 23, 1976,'then scheduled
an additional session at a regular Council meeting July 7..

Testifying at the crowded hearings, opposing groups of scientists
from Harvap:I, MIT, National Institutes of Health, and other institutions
debated the importance of recombinant DNA research, tNie'safety of the
proposed laboratory at Harvard, and thea4g-quacy orthe newly released.
(June 23) IIH guidelines. Atithe July 7 meeting, the Council voted
5-4 in fav0r of a three-mpnth "good f 'th" moratorium'(the ban lacks
legal force) on moderate -rand high -r' k recombinant DNA experiments

. in Cambridge. Because the moratoria covered only the higher risk
Catetories,; it was not expectkd to. ffect Harvard or MIT sciAtists'
current research plans.

Thq, Council also voted ,to establish a permanent Cambridge Labor-
atory.EXperimentation Review Board (CLERB), chose first duty was to
study proposed recombinant DNA research at MIT and HarvArd and to
report its recommendations to the Council before,the end of the mora-
torium. Nine Board members were appointed in early August; all are
Cambridge residentS', with backgrounds ranging from public health to
city politics (no Scientists).

While the CLERB was bpeginning its study, Mayor Vellucci arranged'

for exhibits on recombinant DNA to be included at his weekly "Mayor's
Marketplace '76" summer. street fairs, held Saturdays in Kendall Square,
Cambridge. On July 17, in'addition to the Usual food, crafts and
entertainment, the fair contained twg booths on recombinant DNA, owi
for representatives from Science for the People opposing the research,
and one for scientists from Har;tard and MIT flvoring the research.
The scientists answered questions from passersby, passed out literature
and conducted mock experim is to demonstrate laboratory equipment and
procedures.

*

4
In late September, the CAmbridge City Council voted.unanimously

to extend the moratorium for an additional three months, until January
7, 1977. Both Harvard and MIT have voluntarily agreed to observe the

moratorium extension. --
Reports of the Cambridge controversy over recombinant DNA research

may be found in the following articles:

4,0
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"Should Genetic Enginetring Be Curbed by Publi.c Interest?" New
Scientist 71, 1 July 1976: 3.

'-Chedd,' Gra ham. "Treat ,z) U.S Genetic Engineering." New Scientist
6

71, 1July 1976: 14-15.

"Recombinant DNA Meets the Cambridge City Council." Science News
110, 16 May 1976: 36.

I

Culliton, Barbara. "Recombinant DNA: Cambridge City Council Votes
'Moratorium." Science 193, .3 July 1976: 300-301;

"No Vacation for DNA Issue." Science News no, 7 August 1976:
67, 90.

k
Historical Documentation o the Recombinant DNA Controversy

Development of concern among scientistsand the public about the
potential biohazards of research on recombinant DNA being documented
in an oral history/archival project at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. The project was initiated in the spring of 1975,'shortly
after .the Asilomar Conference, as a quick-response effort to ensure the
preservation'ofttinique source materials essential for full understanding

0 of the issues involved. It includes: (1) documentation of ongoing events
as they unfold,'adch as actions eaken by governmental agencies, scientific
organizations, laboratory administrations, groups of researchers, and
local communities in response to the issues; and (2) oral history inter-
views on the backgrounds, motivations, perceptions and actions of prin-
cipal participants, including scientists responsible for research advances
in the field, individuals involved in the devel.opmeit of guidelines and
those who have publicly ,supported or criticized these efforts, and jour-
nalists responsible for covering-the'recombinant DNA story. Archival
documents being collected include reports. memoranda, personal and offi-
cial correspondence, tapes and press reports from the U.S., Europe and
Japan."

The aim of theproject is to create a fully catalogued collection of
oral history, interview Iran.scripts and archival docdments, Which will be
deposited in the MIT Libraries where it will be'available for use in re-
search and education. Selected. materials frOm the collectioq_will be
included in a documentary history of the recombinant DNA contraftley,
which will make them more accessible to educators and researchers con-
cerned with the ethical and iman values issues involved. This published
volume serve as a guide-to the full collection.

Interviews have been conducted with 45 individuals thuqtfar and mere
than one thousand documents have been collected. The initill deposit of

at'
1
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interview transcripts in the MIT Libraries will be ,made in October 1976,
and subsequent deposits willbe de ai materials are organized and, cata-
loged. The project is schedule4for completion by summer 1977.

The Recombinant DNA. Project is being conducted as part of the new
Oral History Program.ats MIT by Charles Weiner, Professor of History of
Science and'Technology;,Vae Goodell, Postdoctoral Fellow; and.Mary Terrell,
Research AsSistant. It is supported by the MIT Oral Histdry Program and
by a,jointgrant from the National Science. Foundation and the National
Enddiment for theHumanities (Program on Ethical and Human Value Impli-
cations of Science and

.
Technology).

For further information, contact Charles Weiner, Technology Studies
Program, School of Humanities and Social Science, MIT, R20D-224, Cambridge,,
Massachusetts 02139; telephone: (617)253-4063_.

D. AAAS Establishes Scientific Freedom and responsibility 'Committee

The American Association for the Advancement of Science has esta"
-fished a Committee on Scientific Freedom and RespbnFibility to'develop
a program concerning the professional rights, ethics and accountability
of the scientific community. In issuing the charge for the new comfit-
tee, which is headed by Dr. H. Bentley Glass, the AAAS Committee on Com-

,- cil Affairs noted that "the increasing interaction among science, tecti-
noloty and the-public interest is bound to raise new issues and problems
of-professional rights, ethics and accountability, and the decision rules
which worked tn.the past may no longer suffiCe.",

Among its activities, the Cainmittee on'Scientific Freedom and
Responsibility will: work, with societies affiliated,with the AAAS to
adopt policies and erocedures designed to protect their members against
infringements upon scientific fr;edom and responsibility; examine docu-
mented allegations of infringements' of these principles; and, in excep-.'
tional circumstances, review cases whose ramilications are thought to be
exceptionally significant. The Committee will also keep itsel'f and'the

. Association informed of significant developments and issues (including,
governmental policies and actions) whiCh call' for examinatiolyand
cuss ion.

In addition to Dr. Glass, Cominittee members appointed for two,
years include: William Bevan, Duke University; John I% Edsall, HarvArd P-

i

University; Harold Green, National Law Center, George Washington Uni-
versity; M. King Hdbliert, U.S. Geologiatl Survey; Charles A. Mosher
(R-Ohio), U.S, House 9f Representatives; Jane M..Oppanheimer, Bryn Mawr
Coklege; Peter Petkas, Southern Regional CoUncil; Joel. Primack, Uhiver-

) sity of California at Santa Cruz; Jereq Stone, Federation of American
Scientists; Jessica Tuchpldn, staff of Rep. Morris U4111; Frank von
Hippel, Center for' Environmental Studies, Princeton Uniyersity; and
Dael Wolfle, University of Washington. Ros(mary Al Chalk is the AAAS
,staff officer for the,Committee.-

''s
it
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The first session of t,t-Le 6oM mittee mashgld on'Ootober 8 and 9,

1976, in a meeting that was open to phe pul;li,1,31;,.
. --.

t. ,) . . ',1..,i'

For additional details;, see: .".Scientific'Feeedoiti,and "Responsibil:-
.

ity Copmittee Appointed," Science 193;3:11p-Membar197 l' 877, 921:
.---. T

' ,I ,-, ,.. 40 Y ':.4'

E. NAS Endorses "AffirwatiOn of Freedom of Inquiry and. Expression':

At the annual meeting of th National .Academy of Sciences-onrAprli
261 1976, members passed a,, resolution entitled loin AffirMatioritof-Freedom
oVInquiry and Expression:" Members of the American Physical Society have)
been invited to express support of thR resolution, for transmittal to the
Lommission on Interftational Welations of the National Academy of Sciences.
the text of, the ,resolution Ralows;

An Affirmation of Freedom'of Inquiry and Expression

I hereby affirm my IfediCation,to the followingNIncipies:

...That the search...ft-1r knowledge fnd underktanding of theSehys-
ical universe and of the living 4.ngs thgt inhabit it s0uld
be conducted under contions of intellectual freedom, without
religiou, political or idvlogical restriction.

...That All discoveries. and ideas should be disseminated and
may be, challenged without such restriction.

.That freedom of inquiry and dissemination of ideas require
that those so engaged be free to search where their inquiry
leads, free,to travel and free to publish their findings with-,.
outojdtical censorship and without faar of rettibutyn In
cOnsequOce of unpopularity of their,conclusions-.' ose who
chall,engp existing theory must be protected from r taliatory
reaction .- .

...That fieedom of inquiry and expression is fostered by per-
sonal freArom of those who inquire and challenge, 'seek And dis--

sJ
\cover. ,

\..,
L.e.

...That the preservation and 'extension of personal fr4edom are
dependent on all of us, WiyidualLy and collectivelysupport.7
ing and working for application of the pidnciples,oftunciated
in the United Nations Universal Declaration of HAan Rights
and upholding a uni\tersal belief in the worth and dignify of
each human being.

Tht text of the U.N. Ulliversal Declaration of.Human Rig is pub

,lish'ed in .the Bulletin cif tile American Physical Society 21, JuiS7/Augu.st
1976: 917-918.

12
I
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'Faro. 4ciende Advisor Appoints .ionsultdnts.to dSTP
art

.Dr. ft. Guyford St6ler, DireotoT o1 the White House Office of Science
and Technology Policy (OSTP), hasappointed two consultants to the-OSTP:.
.Dr.DonaldKennedy, Stanfofd University, and Dr. William. A. Nierenberg,.
Sciipps44Institution ofq)Ceanography. Dr, Kennedy, a biologist, will de-
'vote his attention to three-areas: basic research in agriculture, policies
concirning guidelines for recombinant DNA research, and the report and
recommendationA of the President's Biomedical Research Panel. Dx.
Nietedberg, a physicist, will review energy 'issues" and ocean,policy,

The areas teridled for g.ttevion were selected 'by two ,advisory
ifoups establisheddn November 1975 to determine issues to be focused up
by the OUP.' Although the existence of these panels -the Contribution
'Technology to Economic Strength Advisory Group, chaired'by Dr. Simon Ramo,
and the Anticipated Advances in Science and Technology Advisory Group,
chaired by Dr. William Bakerhas fbrmally terminated, the members will

'continue to be involved in science advisory functions.

Senaste Subcommittee Examines Research Policies -

u ' .

e Senate Health Subcommittee, chaired by Sen. dward Kennedy, has held
two ina. series of hearings which mark the start of its year-long re iew
of biomedical and behavioral research policies. In announcing the
hearings, Sen. Kennedy stated that "the'regeich coin unity and the ublic
inveltment in it have reached the.poinf wlitre a careful examination of basic
principlesis In order."

;

T4p subject of the first on...Tune 16 and 17, 1976, was "Basic
,Issues in Biomedical and Behayioial Reearch." Witnesses tacluded members
of the PIeSident's Biomedital Research Panel, whose study of, the nation's
biopedical research effort was submilted to the Subcgmmittee last April.

. The second, hearing, held on the morning-of September 22, 1976; fpcused
"416n "Recombinant DNA Research and the NTH,QuidelineiW" ,A substantial por-
tion,of the discussion was devoted to.the plans of private industry and gov-
ernment researdkorganizations tOconform to'tbe NTH guidelines fOr recom-

. binagt experiments. University scientliSts also debated the pOteneiaj.-bene-
its and risks of'this,new area of research.

A schedule of further hearings will be available later this fe,11.
Inquiries should be. addressed to: Office°of Senate Health Subcommittee,
Room 310, Senate Courts Building, X20 C St:; N.E.; Washington, D.C. 20510.

.

H. Public Participation in Science Policy Development

TheNtional Science Board; the policy-making body of the National
Science Foundation, Rlans to sponson several regional.forumS to giveindivid-
uals in opportunity. to express their views on scientific and science education

A
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'j.ssues. Accoiding to the.nnouncment of thd program, "The Board hopes -

.0 hear the views of.individuals representing a broad section of society,
including businsq,'state and local' governments, public interest and
citizen groups!' ^ad acadeMia.2,

.

The first Reglital Forum was held in Atlanta,,Georgia, on June 21,'
1976. Four twits were eriphasized: natural resources and regional growth,'
food systemsaRergy, an4-education. These issues were selected by a
regionally based citizen planning group which met in Atlanta in.April, 1976.

.

Information about the Atlanta meeting may be obtained from Fernbank
Science Center, 156 Hetton,Parlc. Drive, N.E. i Atlanta, 30307. .For

.other information about the Regional Forums, write to:, Nat nal Science
Board, 1800 G St., N.W., Washington, D.C..20550. .

. ,

I. Increasing the Participation of Women in,Scince

The-Women in Science Program of the National Science Foundation has
awarded 33 grants as part of "an attemptto tap the underutflized scien-
tific resource which women represent." In announcing thlt awards, the
Foundation stated that the objective ovf the Women in Science Program is

to-deve and test methods to attract and retain women in scientific
careers 'though' women make up"?1.percent of the (U.S.) population,
they represent less than ten peicent of those currently employed as sci-

41 entists." .

The grants will provide support for 12 Science Career' Workshops'and
'eleven Science Career Facilitation Projects. The one- or two-day Workshops,
for undergraduate and2graduate students, will provide advice about prepare--
tion for scientific careers and-information about job opportunities in
different scientific fields. The Science Career Facilitation Projects are
designed for women who received bachelor's or master's degrees in science
between two and fifteen years ago and who are hot presently employed in the
fields for which they are trained. Participants in these projects will be
prepared for'. entrr.into graduate training or employment.

.

To reoqiveAFlist of projects pported, request 'announcement NSF
PR 76-58 ulgi1., 1976) from Mr. Nathan Kassac1k, National Science Foundation,

101. 1800 G Street.N.W., Washington, D.C. 20550.

J. Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal

0'
Concern about the growing public interest in psychic phenomena, the

occult and pseudoscientific theories has led to the formation Of the Com-
mittee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the ParanOrmal. The

gi-bup, made up of scholars, scientists and investigators from a wide variety
of disciplines% has as its'co-chairmen Professors Paul Kurtz (philosophy,
State Unive'rs'ity of New York at Buffalo) and Marcello Truzzi (sociology,
Eastern Michigan University).

c
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According to co-chairman Kurtz ,(ScienceNews 109, 29 May 1976: 346):
"We wish to make it clear that the purpose of the committee. is not to reject
on a priori grodnds, antecedent to inquiry, any or all such claims, but
rather to examine them openly, completely-yobjectively and carefully"

.

The Committee will establish a network Of people interested,in exam-
ininedlaims of paranorftl phenomena, prepare bibliographies of published
materials that examine such claims, encouramand-commission research by
"objective and impartial" observers in areaS" Where needed, arrange for
publications and sponsor meetings and conferences.-

The Committee will publish a journal, The Zetetic, edited by co-
chairman'Truzzi. Correspondence about the journal may be sent to Dr.
Marcello Truzzi, Department of Sociology, Eas.tern Michigan Univirsity,
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.

Membership applications are available from the Committee for the
Scientific Investigation of Claims of'the Paranormal, 923 Kensington Ave.,,
Buffalo, New York 14215. '

.

See The Humanist (May/June 1976) for a statement of the COmmittee's
purposes. Kendrick Frazier's "Science "nd the Parascience Culta," (Science
News 109, 29 May 1976: '346-348, 350) provides additional details'about
the Committee: its history, structure anV functions. 'Science and Pseudo-
science: Response," (Science' News' 109, 19 June 1976: 397-399) 'is a i'dmple
of the, responses to the establishment of the Committee.

-

K. 'Hastings Center Offers Postdoctoral Fellowships

The Institute of Society, Ethics and the Life'Sciences' will provide
four one-year postdoctoral fellowships for the study of ethics and the
life sciences during the academic yeaf 1977-78. Funds have been provided
by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. The purpose
of the-fellowships is to permit researchers to prepare themselves for
future research on ethical problems arising from advances in medicine and
biology.

Fellowships will be awarded on the basis of four criteria: (1) a
distinguished academic and/or professional record; 2) a commitment to
scholarly work in the field; (3) the likelihood of considerable benefit
from, the fellowship year; an&(4) the ability of, the Institute to make a
substantial contribution to the applic4nes proposed study program.

Applicants should have an.advanced.doctoral'oAlprofessional degrees
or its eiuivalent,, The final deadline for application is December 1, 1976.
Applicatioti materials may be obtained by' writineto: Post-Doctoral Fellow-
.ship Program, Institute of Society, Ethics and the Life Sciences:,,360
Broadway, Hastings-on-Hudson, New York 10706.

15
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L. :Guide to NSF Science Education Programs, FY, 1977
1

A guide to,NSF's education programs for Fiscal Year 1977 is. now

available. It provides-an overall perspettiVe-on the foundatign's science

education activities a well as a brief:description.of the individual pro-

gram elements. . It al includes a schedule of program deadlines.-

Copies of the "Guide to Sdience Education Programs, FA977"..are avail-

.

..0

able from: Central Processing SectiOn, National' ScienCe Foundation, Washing-

ton, D.C. 20550. 4

M. NEH Announces "Courses By New.spape16f:fering
.. ..411..

A "Courses By Newspaper
,1,

program has been develop d by theliniversifF7

'of California under the sponporship of the National En owment for the Human-

ities. Designed to. make academic subjects attractive and readily available,

,the Fall 1976Lofering--"Oceans: Our Continuing Frontier"--is being carried'

by over 250 newspaper4 and educational institutiOns. The NEH grant is also

being used tb plan another course, "Moral Choices in Contemporary Society,"

to'beoffered in January '1977.

For further information about tRe course, "OceAns: 06r Continuing

Fron

forn

ier," contact George A. Colburn, Project Director -,

a at San,Diego,'Q-056, La Jolla, California 92083.

University of Cali7

N. Human ties Perspectives on Technology.. Prciram

Lehigh University's Humanities Perspectives on Technology program has .

received a $50,000 follow-up grant from the fiational Endowment for the

Humanities. The Dthigh HPT program, originally eseablished under a five-year

grant by sNEH in 1972, focuses on the relationship between,,tecnnological ad-

- vance and the quality of human existence, and aims'te coordinate the con-

e tributions of the humanities to this issue with,those of the sciencesand

technologies. The additional funding will be used p5 support dissemination

activities in thiree major areas: workshops, the'establishment of a news-

letter and the formulation of related bibliographies.

Those interested in further information about the Humanities Perspectives

on Technology program or wishing to be included on a mailing list for the

newsletter and forthcoming bibliographies or workshops shouldlOntact Stephen

H. Cutcliffe, Administrative Assistant, HPT Program, Lehigh University,

530 Maginnes Hall #9, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania non..

0. Position Available: Chair in Humanities - Technology

Lehigh University's Humtnities Perspectives on'Technology program (see

above) has submitted the following announcement:

r
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"The College of Arts and 8ciertce, Lehigh University, invites
nominations of, and applications from, outstanding scholar-

/ professors for its Andrew. W. Mellon Distinguished Chair in the
Humanities. Through this Chair the University expresses its
belief that Science and technology are indispensable parts of
theinheritance of students whose primary focus is upon human-
istic studies. The,appointee is expected to play a major rale
in the College's ongoing undergraduate program -in Humanities L*

Perspectives on Technology., Accordingly, nominations and ap-
plications will be considered from scholars and professors of
humanities, including historians, who focus on the inter-
relationships between humanities and technology. Lehigh
University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer."

Submit letters-of applicaton or nominations by December 31, 1976 to:
Dr. Saul B. Barber, Associate Dean, College of Arts,and Science; 222 Moginnes
Fall #9, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015.

'

P. Science & Te'chnology Studies: University of British Columbia

A Committee on Sciente & Technology Studies has been created at the
University of British Columbia. Membership in the gtouvis open to all
those professionally engaged in these studies--conventionally identified

as history, philosophy,Auciology of science or technology, science, and
culture studies, science Policy studies and so forth. It is open as
well to all those interested in such studies. to practitioners of natural,
social and human science's, and their associated "applied sciences" such as
medicine and engineering. _ _

The Committee plans to: 'organize workshops, lecture-series-and
seminars; act atea coordinating center for 'science and technology studies;
establish a resource.center; develop team-taught interdisciplinary courses
of study; and serve as a consulting group to units of the University that
Wish to develop courses in this area. .

For details, contact Stephen Straker, Department of Hisrory, or
Robert Anderson; Faculty ofAppliea Science, Univ sity of British Columbia,
Vancouver 8, British Clembia; Canada., ,

,

Q. Research in Progress:- Values, Decisions and.pcientific Exi4rts

Dorothy Nelkin, Program on Science, Technology and Society, Cornell
University, has received a grant for a stud %entitled, "A Ciitical Analysis
of Value Issues Associated with the vole of S'ientific Experts in Decision-
Making." This project is suppoIrted by a joint award from NSfla-gHVIST pro-
gram and its counterpart at the National Endowment for the Humanities, the
Science, Technology and Human Values Program.
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The research focuses on contemporary manifestations of the classic
controversy between democracy and elitism as demands for citizen partici=
pation in scientific and technological decisions conflict with the in-
creasing role of technical expects in the policy proceSs: The study will

seek to understand the values of concern in technological controversies'
and the ways in which policy makers incorporate participatory demands.

R. 1.rOject: Science Communication to the'Public

At'the State University of New York at Binghamton, Lawrence Verbtt is
directing a project designed to provide undergraduate science majors with
experience in communicating, scientific information to the public. Supported

by the National Science Foundation, the project involves the collaboration
of severalseienCe departments,"the English Department and the Educational
Communications-Department.

Two seven-Weekcourses have been developed foethe participants. The

"first") "Science Reporting in the Mass Media," taught by Professors Verbit
tchertist,ry) and C. Peter Gruber (English and journalism), introduces stu-,
dents to. basic, ournalisma.pplied to science reporting and to the special 1

'problems of writing about scientific, issues. In the second, "Science Report-
ing Workshop," students will preparea featured-length article on a seientifit
topic of current public-concern. Courses will be supplemented 'through talks

by professional science journalists, collaboration with radio and television
stations, and summer internships.

A k

Dr.' Verbit writes: "The purpose of thig-program is not to try to make

-these students into,science writers.. Most.of them will go on to careers in
the health and basic sciences. By their experience in science communication
we hope to' Prepare thereto take a more effective Yole in interpreting science
and-teehnology to tilk public," tr, .

'

, .

. Details are available from Dr. Lawrente yerbit, Department of Chemfs7ry,
State University of New \ork at ,Binghamton, Binghamton, New York 13901.

1

S. Qonferedbe: ,.Retrospective Technology Assessment

'Carnegie-Mellon University will sponeora Conference in Retrospegtive
Technology Assessment (RT4) on December 2-4, 1976. The interdisciplinary
meeting will foCus,on the intended and unintended' results of technOlogical
innovation tn the economic; politie41, social,and physical environment in
`America, twelve papers wi,lrbe:delivered in four sessions; one on fnethod-
ologies forR,TA, one on technologies and vai.ues,' and two on case studies.
Thy keynote address will be gi*en b' Daniel DeSimone; Deputy Director of.

the Office of Technology Assessment. 1

, *

ewFUrther information can be-obtained from Profesbor Joel A..?- Tarr,

program in Tecipitology and Humanit±es, Carnegie-Ae,lon University, Pittsburgh,

ennsylvania 15213.

't
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T. Competition: "A Stare-Front Physics Exhibit"
,

'ripe Committee on Science Education'for the General Public.of-the

American Association Aki Physics Teachers/Americap Physical Society announces- ,

a Ichal,lenge'to.the liEySias cdmmunity tgdesign, build, tryout and evaluate .'

about physics.to the general 'public." three' 'prizes of $200 h wild by
Ilia 'store- front physics exhibit' which will effectively pres information

awarded at the joint sAAPTAPS:meeting in Chicago Illinois, Februiry 9-12,
1977. / .- . ..

t

.
I . .

# . . 1 : ,..Details of the competition Tay be obtained-fltom: D.6):DeanZolign, .

AAPT Executive Office, Graduate Physics Blinding, Sate University of New
York at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, New York 11794. See also: l'acience for
the General Public: 'A Store-Front Physics Exhibit' Competipioft,"%ultetin"
of the AmericanPhysicar6ociety 21; 4li1y/Adgust.1976: ,9119. . : . . .

.

.

. n. 4 ... ,

, -.-, .

4o

U.' TranSdisciplinary Studies- in Science sand Values.

,

i,
. , . 5 71 4,

The AAAS ha* announced the publication ottTragsdisclplAriary.Stlidiesr in *".

Science and.Values (William A. Blanpied and Betsy Kwako, eds,),..a.c011ectioo

oy papersoriginally prepared_fora Symposium at..the,1976-meettp of the .'
Adsociation. In addition to .9.3 ,ntroduction by Dr:d3linpl-eqp econtepts.s.%
include: "The 'Cultural and Operational DistingtiausilbetwOh Science''dud, .. . '

Technology;" by Melvin Kr%aniberg; "Some Refle'ctioRg:'9u Sqienceantd 'SOctety,",, .

by Harry Boardman; "Cultural Disf,inCtianvbet*een Easterh and.Western-Sci- .

ence--Report on an Interdisciplinary trost-,-Cult44.Research !PrAledr'," by :,-: 4%*
John M. Kdller; "On the Conceptualization anif 'Meakuremnt, of Instittstio6a1:, s ,..,

Values: With Special Reference to,the,Value..or,Science,"thy.Miltdn,Rokeech; ' _,
"Human Values and'Progresa jib Medicine: 43cOb1em*.and Oppo 'unities,''.'by ,., Y . -1

Kenneth Schaffner; "The Natural'ScienceS andiii.eStky of man BeliaNi,to0 .>

1

... by Peter Buck;,"Freedom and Coercion:. Public Interest.Scie aand tie Red4c- ,-e'.

tion of Societal OptiOns,'" by'Philip.Ii Bereano; "Iiposig-FoOd.Science 'and' : '.

Technology: The Case of SOuth'Asia and-Norh.'Atneri,c,-"tby R4tert g.':',Andei-fton.-'
... ii .; .. 7,.

Single copies may be obtained, while'thelsupply, Liihs,'frg;ry -. ,12. Betsy . ...

Kwako, Division of Public Sector Programs, Amerl"can'Agsdciabion for:the, - '

Advancement of Science, 1776 Massachusetts Ave,-N,W:, Washfington,ID;C::200*
, .p

, ,
..;' k

,

V. SISCON Publications
.

* Two new teaching units have recently been pliblished.by,the Science%in
Social Context (SISCON) Project.iR GreatBritain:, Decisions on Tea4nolOgy,
by E. Braun, Di Cellingridge, and K. Hinton; and Health Hazards infrInthfatt,
editedby C. Clutterbuck and S. Stauder. SIStON:telits are ciesigited.to pro-,

vide an overview of'a problem area and to :Serve as a guldeto'key, iSdkes and -

additional readings.

Units currently in pr4aration ".,Scfience and Ethics':1' "tech-

4'
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.:nology Assessment," "Scientific-Rationality and'Theory orSociai Crisis','; ,
"Science and Rationality," "The Politics of Planning ancrthe ProbleMs of
Science Policy," and "Is Science NeutPal?"

p

, .

%A catalogue of available units, price lists and'ordering information
may be obtained fromthe Project coordinator, Prof. W.F. Williabls, SISCQN

. . Project, Room 9/83, Physics/Adminidtration Building, University of Leeds,
Leeds LS2 9JT, U.K.

.

W. Bioethics Digest t,

The Bioethics Digest new monthly publicationkdesigned to provide
information about current defrelopments, books and articles in the field of
bioethias ItAwill provide ummaries of recent literature, author and sub-
ject indices,lournal source lists and occasional full-length artic s.
Subscription information is available from.: The Bioethics Digest, .0 BoX
63184. 5632 Connecticut Ave, N.W., Washington, D.C.'20015:

X. Periodicals for "Progressive Scientists"

An annotated list entitled "Periodicals that Progressive Scientists
Shbu33d Know About" is...t.pkfig prepared by the Progressive Technology Comt,any.
The September 1976 edition has over two hundred (unannotated),listings.
Copies may be' obtained, without charge,.by\kphding a self-addressed, stamped
legal-size envelope to:' Progressive Technology,-P,O. Box 21)49, Tallahaste ,

Florida 32304.

Y. Ns4 Opens Fellowship CompetitiOn,

In'early 1977, the NSF plans to award approximately oRe hundredNational
Needs PostdoctoratNielloWships. The announcement states that the Fellowships

. :are deSigned to help meet the nation's future scientific manpower needs for
. dealing,with problems of our-Society.% Awardi a e made it all fields of sci-

ence,.includfng interdisciplivary-MultididaRilin ry fields. Awards are not '

made in clinical, education Or business field v
.
in history or social works or

/
in studies toward medical, dental, public heal*, law, or for joint Ph.D.-

. professional degiees: . . -r

(7 .

.

The application deadline is December 6, 1976. For copies of the announce-
ment and application materials, contact the Fellowship Office, Natiohal Research
Council, 2101 Constitution Ave,, N.V., Washington, D.C.20418.

.
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II. TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT IN RETROSPECT

By Harvey Brooks
Benjamin Peirce ProfessOr of Technology and Public Policy

HarlArd.University- /

Introduction

,

Since about.1966.there has en a rapid growth of public, political and
scholarly interest in the seconda sequences of technological progress.and
the applications of technology. Thi. ss as been accompanied by a'rapid'prolif-
eration of new legislation to regulate technology 'and to creble new bureau-.
cracies to refine and enforce the regulations, following the dynamics of what
J. Q. Wilson hag labelled "majoritajian politics," r.e., policy initiatives
engineered by "policy entrepreneuri" rather than by client groups, but which
usually result in the creation of new client groups that become the constitu-
ency of the new bureaucracy and watchdogs over its performance in accordance
with the goals of the original entrepreneurs'.)

There has been a parallel growth of the environmental movement and the
technology assessment movement as expressions of this new political perception.
Although parallel in purpose the Movements have developed rather separately,
Iwith different bureauctcies, and distinct client groups and operating philo-
sophieg. ,Of the two, environmental assessment came first, and has been polit-

' ically more influential, with a larger social impact. Yet the technology
assessment and environmental movements cannot be treated entirely separately";
they are too closely related; and any assessment of technology Asessment in
retrospect will have to consider both environmental and technological aspects.'

The Magna Carta of ttle'envirommentai movement was NEPA,,the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and particularly Section 102, which required
enVitontental impact statements for "all federal actions significantly affecting
the environment."2 The corresponding. charter for-technology assessment was the
Technology'Assessment Act of 1972, which'created the Office of Technology .

Assessment. in the Coggress.3 But both environmental and technology assessment
have.,,been in effect theAubject of'hundreds of 'pieces of 'legislation too numerous
to 11.st. One has on* sta mention auto safety, consumer product safety, pesti-
cide regulation, the clean air amendments, the water pollution corjtrol act,
the odciipational health and safety act, the cieatiori of the-Nuclear Regulatory
Agency, ..and:so on doyen the line. All of these pieces of legislation-require
what amounts'to more or less elaborate technology assessments ptIOT to Rny
positive action to permit.the application of technology, either in general br
with respect to a specific prOject, such as a dam pr a nuclear power plantv.or
even a spetifio regulatory action.

It is difficult to distinguish between environmental and technology assess-.

ment substantively; since on the one hand the environment has tended .to be

This article is based on the address delivered as the ,Kayan Lecture at
Columbia University, New York, New York, on 29 October 1475.

21
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interpreted more and more bro adly to include personal health and safety, deplet ion
of resources and even-social effects, while on the other, it is impossible-to
carry out an assessment-of a particular technology without thorough consideration
of environmental effects. A. true technology-assessment may,in fact require the
comparative environmental assessment of several alternate technologies designed
for similar purposes, e.g., coal fired vs. nuclear pourer plants.4 One distinction
is that environmental and technology assessment have appealed td different profes-
sional and polit.ical constituencies. By and large, environmental concerns and
regulation have become the province of lawyers and biologists (biomedical with
respect to public health'aspects, or. ecological with respect to the natural envi-
ronment). In contrast, technology assessment (TA) has become the province primarily
of engineers and economists. As a result TA is somewhat more positive in its
stance towards technology, especially new technology. .Wbereas environmentalists
are concerned almost exclusively with the control of technology and with its pos--
sible negative consequences or "externalities,"-the TA -constituency is also con-
cerned with the benefits of technology and with the identification of new or under-
developed technologies, which might have social benefits or positive "externali-
ties" not wholly realizable within the incentive structure of the private market.
In fact the TA Act of 1972 refers explicitly to the potential benefits of neglected
technologies.

All this has resulted in an enormous shift in the burden of proof with respect
to the introduction of new technology or the expansion of the application of old
technology. Whefeas the burden of proof used to be on those advocating the 'slow-
down or halting of particular technological developments or applications, it is
now on those seeking to advance, technological innovations or particular projects.
This is due in part to legislation which gives sweeping new powers to ner regula-
tory bureaucracies such as EPA or the Consumer Product Safety Commission or the
Occupational Health and Safety Administration. But also, encouraged by legisla-
:tion,-public interest groups have acquired new standing to sue in the courts fof
the halting of certain kinds of technological developments or projects. Further-.
more, the courts have interpreted such legislative mandates as exist in the
broadest possible terms, for example requiring no degradation of air quality in
regions where the quality is already much higher than legislated ambient standards.
Thus many interest groups have been given legal standing to use the judicial pro-.

. cess to slow down or halt new developments or new technologies.
,

,The concept of liability has bean extended by judicial interpretation so as
to embrace "strict liability," i.e., the'notion that the mant4acturer is liable
for injury caused by his product or activity even in the absence of a showing of
negligence on his part'.5 - eover, this concept of liability has been extended
well back along the chain o suppliers, like the house that Jack built.

The interpretation of Section 102 of NEPA by the courts has also made i
necessary to prepare a full environmental or technological assessment for a tech-
nology even to obtain authorization to build a prototype for test or demonstration
purposes. For example, it has been difficult to obtain a variance for emission
standards for an experimental copl gasification plant even though such standaids
would only,be relevant when that particular'type of ylant was deployed cbmmercially
on a large scale. Permission for constructionof a demonstration plant for the
fast breeder required an environmental impact analysis for a full nuclear energy
economy based on breeders.

1e.
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Lessons from Recent History

What, then, can'we say about what we have learned? I would like to discuss

this under several headings, which'I will now summarize.

1) Is technology or environmental assessment really technically feasible,
and under what conditions? Can we foresee the consequences of technology Suffi-
ciently well to make rational decisions which will not be overtaken by subsequent
events? Can we- .forestall or modify adverse cdfisequences by foreseeing them? Here

we must look at both the technical feasibility of TA and the political feasibility
(If implementing its conclusions.

2) What is the approiriateltle of the public in TA? Is so-called "parti,

cipatory technology" workable in practice? What are the ultimate. implications of
public participation and of the growing strength of political groups which claim'
to act as surrogates for the public interest?

3) What standarIofLevidence and proof should be required in TA? IS it

possible to define "reasonable" standards of proof such that the burden of proof
placed on one side or the other of a controversy is not,tofally unrealistic? Can

opposing sides be iliduced to accept the same criteria for the acceptability of
technical eviaencelF What is the appropriate role'of scientists and engineers
relative to other interest groups and the general public in the technology assess-

ment process?

4) What is the impact, actual and potential, of TA on the process of tech-
nological innovation, bOth in the private and public sectors? What us the impacts
on economic growth and on the net growth of individual and social welfare, taking

into account "externalities" as well as direct benefits? Are the secondary and

unforeseen consequences of TA and of the regulation of techndlogy tending t_ price
)technological innovation risks out of the market and thus. to deprive the 'public of
benefits which might outweigh the benefits of the;protection they. receive from the

regulations? What about the synergistic interactions between different and sepa-

rate regulatory actions?

5) Conversely, to what extent can it be said that TA and regulation are
actually stimulating innovation in new and socially beneficial directions which

are more important than the perhaps minor product improvements to which much

industrial and public innovative activity was previously directed? For example,

are not emission controls of greater social benefit than riding comfort or auto- f

matic window controls?

6) Will regulatibn a d TA ultimately become captive to the'technolOgicar

momentum of the area bein regulated and to the institutions and professions that

advocate or promote the technologies in question? If so, to what.gxtent is this

necessarily bad for society?

7) What has been.the effect of TA and its attendant processes.on the health

of science as distinct froM technology? What will be its /ong range impact on the

demand for scientists, hat scientists do, and the status and role of scientific--

institutions?

23
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Feasibility of TA-

A

About a year ago, PFterDrucker,6 in One of his usually provocative articles,
ridiculed the whole notion of technologicarassessment, pointing out that it was
impossible to foresee the consequences of technology and that, in fact, the whole,
TA movement was nothing but a manifestation of scientific hubris-1 new intellec-

k tual promotion of a piece with other fads such as systems analysis of space explor-'
'ation. At the same time a number of,political scientists took up the cudgels on
the opposite side, with the view that TA was just a palliative toravoid more funda-
mental cri'ticim of the basic assumptions underlying our technological society and
the cult of technological progress. Neither critic touched much on the realities
of TA as it might be carried out in practice--who will do it, how it will be
financed, how and when the general public will have an input, in what form the
conclusions will be presented and how the results will be implemented by various'
institutional decision makers.

Ideally the concept of TA is that, it should forecast, at least.on a probabi-
listic basis, the full spectrum of possible consequences of technol2gic61 advance,
leaving to the political process the actual choice among the alternative policies
in the light of the best available knowledge of their likely consequences. Such
an idealisation implies the possibility of-i greater separation of'value judgments
and,technical judgments than many people with ,practical experience in TA would
consider feasible. Nevertheless, by a process of iteration or dialogue involving
experts and dec,ision- makers (including the public), the ideal might be approached
by successive approximations. In till's respect the situation would be no different
from other political processes, for which there are large differences between the
ideal prescription and reality. Such discrepancies are not necessarily an argument
for abandoning the ideal.

A more fundamental difficulty is that the evidence to conduct a confident
assessment is seldom available at the time when'important decisions may have to be
taken in view of t1e pressures emanating from the political process or the sequen-
tial nature of important decisions. TA really has to bean iterative learning
process, with the first assessment often-doing little more than identifying areas
where more research is needed. But in many cases definitive research results can-
not be available beforeksome decision has to be made. Changing the course of a
development, or changing regulations after a technology is partly deployed, can be
costly and disruptive, and the unpredic4Obility.and risk which it,,introduces'from
the standpoint of the developer may be a strong deterrent to enterprising action.
This can be very cogently illustrated in the case of the current situation regard-
ing off-shore oil development in the Atlantic. Much of the statueorially author-
izeedecision process is predicated on the assumption that a complete assessment.
both of resources and of environmental impacts can be made prior to a leaSe
Yet some environmental "baseline" data may take six to eight years to gather. At
present a decision to exploit theoretically cannot be reversed once the leaSe sale
is made,even though new information becomes available. A rational decision pro-
cess has to bs spread out in time, with a series of "milestones" or decision points
at,which changes can be made in the light of new knowledge. Yet this introduces
extra risk when decisions are public and the investments are private and the in-

,

vestor has tip insurance against the impact of new information.

In the end, I think the question can oily be answered by .saying-some know-
ledge is better than none. It is better to proceed with incomplete or inadequate

V
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information than with none and some risks will have to be taken:: It is the "no
risk" assumption sometimes unde'rlying implementation of TA rather than the TA
process itself that' is at fault. Too much regulation is predicated on an assump-
tidn of technOlOgical determinism, i.e., that anything that is researched or
developed will eventually be,deployed. This is not true historically and the TA
process cannot realistically be based on such an assumption. Where high risks are
involved to the innovator, some sort of insurance may he desirable and necessary to
that the psychological and financial pressures resulting from sunk costs will not
distort the decision process, either through the suppression of adverSe informa-
tion or thrdugh failure to begin a project because of techniekk uncertainties that
can only be resolved by practical experience.

re

The record on implementation of TA has not been particularly happy. The out-
come, whether negative or positive ends, to be more determined by political
momentum and bureaucratic balance of power than by a rational process. Despite
the implausibility of the assumption of complete technological determinism, it
has frequently been difficult for rational analysis to change a technological trend
whose directions have been well established. The SST developtent continued despite
many unfavorable TA's and then was cancelled for reasons which were extremely
shaky--at Least at' the time the decision was made by Congress, although subsequent
research did cgnfirm -what was only a speculative suspicion. The history of auto
emission legislation is explained better by political dynamics than by a.rational
evolution of choiCes based on improved technology assessments. But perhaps there
is some convergence when viewed in a larger perspective-. Given the fact that the
acquisition of new/scientific knowledge is. itself a disorderly and halting process,
vientistf should perhaps allow the political process equal margin for learning by
trial andlerror.7"

ti

Public Input

This is one of the most controversial questions, and one on which I teed to '
be more conservative than is currently fashionable. Clearly We are passing throug4
a.phase of severe reaction against a purely technocrhtic mode of decision-making
exemplified by the career of Robert Moses off the Port of New York Authority.,8 in
which he rode rough-ghodpver the views of local communities in the intezests of
a bold technological vision (although this vision was probably one that was,sup-"
ported by the majority .of New York State voters as an abstract proposition). At
the same time I doubt if it 4 possible to have wide public participation in every
technological decision withod a virtual paralysis of all decision-making, and
without the amplete disappearance of any coherent plan or vision of the future.
The problelktof public participation is that unless there are some incentives for
consensus on an overalL strategy embracing more than the particular decision in
quettion, a few ptople who believe themselve4 adversely affected or whose values

9 are offended can often dominate the decision process as against more diffuse bene-
litted interests. In the past, of course, the reverse was often true, and it was
economic interests that tended to dominate the decision process in this way; today
it is more likely to be political groups claiming to represent the public interest,
though often having their ovin axes to grind, It is one thing to give affected
interests an adequate hearing, but quite another to allow particular interests a
de facto veto o the ability to. ride rough-shod 'over other interestq. In the
Jamaica Bay study of the National Academy of Sciences9 it was pointed out that some
thirteen different agencies had' he powerto impose an absolute veto on the xten-
sion of the runway's at Kennedy Airport4 regardless of any overall assessment of

5
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the public merits.. The problem maybe less serious when it comes to the assess-
.

ment of a generic technology, such as the fast breeder program, than in the case
of specific projects where the selection of a particuklar reactor site is in'ques-
tiOn. In the latter case the adversely affected /knterests are, much more conceh.1)
trued and hence easy to mobilize, though in a minority compared with those 0110
might ultimately benefit. Nevertheless, unless there i? a forum where all inter-
ests can be finally balanced and a decision reached, public participation'may be
merely a prescription for'paralysis. It is interesting to note that gongress
finally intervened to Waive the application of NEPA in the case of thP' Alaska pipe-
line after litigation threatened to delay a decision indefinitely in the face of
the energy crisis. ,

41

There probably needs to be priority with respect to what problems require
public participation and what the nature,aod process of this participation should
be. There is no assurance that the interests and viewpoints actually represented
in the participa'tion process will include all those that should be represented.
The process as presently practiced, for example in the California debate on
Proposition 15,10 appears t6 encourage polarization at the extremes, with the most
radical and sensationa p iositions at ether end of the spectrum of opinion getting
the most attention. It the California case predictions of imminent radiation dis-
asters tended to be opposed by prediction's of imminent collapse of the California
economy. The politically active public interest groups or the affected industrial
interests are not necessarily the best sampling of the public interest, filch is
itself rather poorly defined. More importantly, public participation as it has
been practiced in the last decade has been very. costly in terms of time and money;
in the jargon of economists, the "transailliolveosts" have been very high, The

only "success stories" have leen thoge in which technological developments have
'been stopped by a public process where they might have gone forward in its absence.
ThuS, in practice, public participation appears to be primarily a strategy for
stopping technology,'a suspicion which is Confirmed by reference to the Nader hand-
book. I can think of no instance in which an, important generic technology or
even a specific technological project has been advanced by a participatory process.
Perhaps solar power will prove to be such an example, Nit that cah only be judged
in the future.

AV

Experience with'public participation is very recent. ,Thus participatory tech-
nological decision-making is still subject to considerable social learning. It may

be premature to write it off as counterproductive, as I am sure many scientists and
technologists who have been involved in the process are inclined to do. -Certainly

if a process evolves which is not too costly in time and money, it has a high
positive value in legitimizing public decisions about technology and, "insuring
better public understandingand acceptance once a consensus is reached. The nega-
tive side of this-is dig if a decision outcome is thought to be the result of
manipulation by a minority with a special interest or-a special viewpoint, it will
not long remain legitimate in the eyes of the public.' Popular referenda on tech-
nological questions, a tactic followed by opponents in the case of fluoridation
and of nuclear-power,'is a form of participation which is especially prone to
manipulation by extremists and by public relations gimmicks. I predict that the
public will once again return to decision by experts if it comes to feel that the
participatory processes are being used not to better define the public' interest,
but rather to further special interests or politicaDideologies out of the main- -

stream. The benefits in better decisions must be seen over the long run'to out-
weigh the costs of a lengthy and uncertain process.

2,6
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' On balance; then,' it is my opiniSn that public participation has so far been
tWe feast satisfactory aspect of TA and thgt unfM-amore Ptpidly convergent,
proces6 cap be devi-ged the political process will either reject participatory
decision -maqing or will'showisYmptoms of political frustration such as recourse to
deinagogues or a search for scapegoats,

. ',Seindards of.ProOf
-

Most of the battles between the proponents and critita of particular ch-
.

noldgies:boil down to disagreement over what standard pf evidence or argument is .

'to be applied. At left this is true when the dikagreements appear to be technical
rather than explicitly involving astrong difference.in ethical or political values.
Battles over nuclear power safety and waste disposal, the-controversy regarding

auto emission standards;-most controversies ovdr dam siting*op highway impact, etc.
are perceived by,the public as technical, even though value prefetincellimay be

. .

embedded in the outc9mes.,

For example; in cdtbs of safety the critics demand a high level of proof that
= a product or activity is safe, while the proponents want proof that the product is
unsafe before any action against de is taken. This may be true even when the two
sides agree othe definition of acceptable safety. For example, both sides of the
controversy on the safety of-light-water reactors (LWR) would probably agree that
th #'accident possibilities computed in the Rasmussen report ate acceptably low.
They differ in the confidence level they demand of the computation methods and
their experimental verification. The critics say the reactors have not been proved
safe-becapse there are gaps in the reasoning regarding thechainof'events leading
to a possible acoident,, while' the 'Proponents point to the extreme conservatism of
most of the assumptio,used in the calculations.

. In the controversy over the effects offfreon on stratospheric ozone, the'
'manufacttrers dismissed:the wdric of the siintists ag "abstract speculation with
inadequate observation and experiment to make acase for regulatory action. Many
environmentalists, on the other handelo were prepared to ban freoneproduction, regard-

Alless of economic consequences, on the basis of evidence which was suggestive of
deleterious effects, but far from certain. In the hearings before Congressional

. committees there was virtually no confrontation, of opposing technical arguments;
"the battle was all over the,implications of degrees of confidenCe.in the calcula-
tions. -

. ..
rs

. In the resctorexamiSie the crit.l.cs--.did not propose different accident probe-,

bilitielon the besis*of alternative calculations or models, while in the freon
,case thelkanufaCturers-were-not able to'peop64$ anyspecific reason why the sci-
entists ' mcaet was likely to be wrong. ir

It is interesting'to note thalkin the as of, one new technology, stack gas-
scrubbers, the shoe was on.the other foot. Hers.the environmentalists e willing
to accept the feasiAllt(and f scrubber§ on the basis of to hnical
plausibility and pilot plant data with 1 operating experience 43,r other evi-
Sance regarding performance, under full-sc le field conditions. The util es,.

on the otherhand, were d manding a very high standard of proof bf the ability
of scrubbers as a condittEnjor acceding to EPA's' requirements for scrub stal--

. fa0,ops. Here there was 4ttle disagreement civet thJ specific /evidence, my in
the conclusions to 'be dralm from it._

1
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Consensus between critics and proponents might be heilDed if,the two sides'
could agree on acceptable standards of proof prior to .collection'of the evidence.
This might be possiblei.n a sufficiently well-ordered participatory process,
analogous to stipulation in judicial proceedings, especially if guided by experts
,trusted by bo4 sides. The problem is to- secure consensus .on standards oV proof
befbre theisste becomes heavily polarized by political advocacy.. "In many con-
troversies it would.be interesting to challenge each side to state beforehand what
kind of evidence-and argument it would need to induce it to reverse or alter its
initial position. For example, what would it take to convince nuclear critics
that LWR's were acceptably safe? ,What would it take to convince nuc]ear advocates
that the reactors were unsafe?

It would also be helpful to force the adversaries in a technical.or quasi-
technical contretrersy to be explicit abgut the .value assumptions and judgment cri-
teria underlying their conclusions. It would also be helpful to force them to be
clearer in thlit estimates of uncertainties and the scientific confidence with
which their conclusions can be affirmed.

Impact on Innbvat ion t'

When the NAS committee wrote its report, Technology: Processes of Assessment
mit Choice in 1967,ta report which in some ways launched the TA movementr.11 one
member wrote an appendix expressing reservations about the possible adverse impact
of TA on technological progress and innovation. Hpointed to the sensitivity of
;he innovation.process to_small changes in the perception of entrepreneurial risk.-

What has been the impact of ,TA, consumerism and eftvironmentalism on techno-
logical progress? The question is hard to answer because'of so many other envi-
ronmental factors that have changedinflation, recessions shortages of capital,
radical increases'in energy and m4trial ...CdSts, and uneettainties'about.future
prices.' It is -difficult to point to any niatiir innovftiat that has.failed primar-
ily tec use of TA, The SST was-close ig being abandoned,by its potential cliects,
the es, and would.probabl,' hale died without assistance from the skin calker,

. scare, alt ough it.is true thati4hgedverse economic assessment -by the air1inap
was large the eekIlt of the banniag oftwerland flights becausefbf thesonispi_hoom.
LWR's have been delayed, and their .capital costs have far exceeded estimates

'Largely owing to regulatory delays and increasing regulatory, conservatism under
.pressure from public interest groups. But there is not yet a nuclear moratorium:
It is possible that theegas-coOled reactor*program may be abandoned because of
financial pressures, some °If them-the indirect result of regulatory events, but
the dominant factor in.this case is capital shortage and reduction in electricity-
dEmand.projections, as weii as the erratic behavior of electricity demand in the
last two yews. Plant or synthetic °Oil and,gas investments have been postponed
partly because of uncertainties about environmental standards,..but probably more
because of uncertainties about future oil pricesanik government policy towards oil
imports arid price controls.

,
. -.

,-.) . Environment regulations have impacted small businesseS' and older, marginal
40Vanrifacturing facilities much more than they have the leaders of.an industry whd

. %atesually the innovators. ,/'-`.. _.
.

.. . .4..

s'","t* 116-2-Pthere have, been some siudies^to show that tpe U.S. has lagged behind .other
'*!, '''' auut,f4es in. drug innovation and, that this was the result of the complexity and

zap:, -* vb.4, ? .. . al
*. II , 14 ,

. . % . e 4S/
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cost of procedures required for FDA approval:12 but there are other studies which
raise doubts about this conClusion.13 -So the matter must still be considered as
moot.

,[During the last 15 years the compjfktive U.S. positidn in high-tec o ogy
internationally-traded capital goods has slipped, but this trend beg efore.envi-

ronmental assessments couldlphave been an important factor. If th .S.' standards
and the rigor of its assessments continue, there may be a 'future effect oncinter-
national trade, but as indicatein the next section, this effect could just as
likely prove positive as neggtive.

----

Talks with industrial research leaders reveal many pl'ns for retrenchment in
research and develgpment in industry, and a growing tendency to concentrate on
short-term evolutionary product improvements, with abandonment of projects :med
a more fundamental innovations and brand new technologies. Again, however

T
it is

hard to .correlate this with external technology assessments ormwith the fear of
regulation or environttental controls. There his been some trend towards migration
of industries with high emissions or hazardous processes out of this country in
order to avoid the high costs of doing business undef' such constraints, but tlli
does not yet appear to be an unmistakable trend, and in eafh-Instance factors
ikother than environmental tontrols or other assessments are involved, e.g., the
dangers of expropriation.

In short, one cannot make a strong argument that the application or prospect
of TA has jfet been a major'negative factor in the innovativeness of U.S. industry
or even in the introduction of innovations by the gdvernment. Whdn all industry
faces the same regulatory environment, the effect on innovativeness does not appear
to be major. On the other hand, it would be wrong to assert there has been no
effect, especially since one would expect it to be cumulative and riot to be readily
detectable at the beginning alb- '.period of tighter controlst At the moment one
can only say that there Are grounds neither for carlpra,cency nor excessive alarm
over the effects of environmental regulations or technology assessment on the inno-
vation process itself.

Stimdfation of Innovation,

As I have pointed out elsewhere, TA, and regulation can be a stimulus as well
as an inhibition to innovation. Auto emission standards have led to major progress
in the technology of emission control, much more than many experts anticipated.
On 'the ether hand, concentration on meeting early deadline dates for the standards
has probably seriously inhibited work on new types of power plants that might meet,
standards at lower cost with higher reliability while reducing fuel consumption.1 4

It could well turn out that because of more rigorous standa.rds U.S. industry
will pioneer in abatemmit and environmental monitoring technologies and will find
itself in an advanwgbous international position as other industrialized countries
begin to adopt U.$. practices, out of imitation A necessity. This would aiply
both to specific abatement technologies and to environmental'monioring

wholly alternate manufacturing processes which are less
polluting or less dangerous.

2 29
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TA in the field Of energy efficiency may well serve td sti'mulateLne* tech-
nologies. The energy crisis has stimulatede lot of.hard scholarly thinking
this domain, previously an almost neglected topiorengineering and Rhysics...The
recent summer study of the American Physical SocietYqAPS) on energy conservation
technology is an example pf this stimulus.15 The work of OTA may, also help to
reorient some goyernmens research and development towards what might be termed
demand-modulating rather than supply-enhancing teChnologies. TA may also have
induced greater interest in and appreciation for ale wide array of technological
options available for the exploitation of solar energy.

Currently U.S.,. industry appears to be under greater pressure to meet envi-
ronmental, energy conservation and occupational health standards than some of Its
foreign competitors, and in the long run this may turn'out to give 'it a new kind
of competitive edge.

Who Will Capture Assessment?
A

The history of reellation has been that after a while the-regulated industry .

tends to dominate the perspective of the regulatory agency. Will this also happen
eventually with EPA; OTA and other similar.atencies? It seems less likely because.
itis not industry-specific like ICC, FPC, FCC, !DA, NRC and other regulation and
assessment bodies. In the case of the older industry-specific regulatory agencies

the interests of the public 'are diffuse and scattered,rwhile the interests of the
**regulated. industry are coherent and focused; hence easy to mobilize. In the newer

broad agencies such as EPA almost the oppositg is the gdse. The affected indus-
tries form a broad spectrum whose interests are too diverse to be brought together
in terms of a few simple arguments, while environmental interests are increasingly
well-orgAnizednd also in a oition to.present their case in the over-simplified,
terms that camgarner public support. Despite this, there is evidence that asr
time goes on the point of view of industry tends to sink in as it is presented
more consistently and persistently and with growing technical depth and Sophisti-
cation to public agencies. EPA has receded from a number of recent borderline
positions, at least partly under industry influence. Insayift this I am not mak-
ing a value judgment. EPA may have receded because, in fact industry's technical
arguments were more perauasivejand corresponded with the conclusions of EPA's'own

,scientists. In practice it may be very difficult to draw the line between tech-
nical persuasiveness and improper influence.

Organizations such as EPA anir* have more incentive to develop common Stan-
dards of analysis and evaluation across many different technolOgies. This is
their great advantage over old-line regulatory a cies. It is conceivable, how-
ever, that they may be more subject to' capture b particular political interest,
such as environmental advOcates with-a strong bia gainst private enterprise or
,against economic growth. .

Also, it could be argued that environmental assessment has been too much
captured by the lawyers and the public health professions, who tend to view health
as an absolute good not to be traded off 'again-St any economic values. This is,
of course, partly a professional bias, partly a'palitical judgment, except that

'treating health as an absolute is never really practical 4nd hence results in
glaring inconsistencies between standar ds applied to different technologies, e.g.,
smoking vs. mercury in swordfish,juto accidents va. *radiation safety, Auto emis-
sionsvs. stationary source emissions.- More Aecently there has been a trend

ti
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towards modulationof absorutep4itionaaia safety and the admission of economic
costs as a legitimate coiideration in the setting of standards.

Conversely, OTA could become the sounding board for technological promoters,
the advocates of government funding for particular technolOgies not,yiewed with,
sufficient favor by executive agencies.

Health of Science

This was discussed at length in my Science article, "Are Scientists Obso-
lete?", of November 1974.16 There is no question that TA has provided a new and
fascinating domain for scientists and engineers, 'and a role that enhances the
relative importatce of science political157. TA is bound to reveal the glaring

jlack 9f basic knowledge in many areas Which are of vital importance to assessment,
and also increasingly to demonstrate the inefficiency of filling the gaps in an ad
hoc way for each 9w assessment as it comes along.

TAhlas ars011e many scientists a taste of a more holistic approach toiiv

problems. Witness the work of the APS groups on energy conservation and reactor
'safety.17 It has helped many academic scientists better understand the relevance
of their'own disciplines to national issues, and this may be a healthy thing for
science in the long run. TA may prove to be for this generation of scientists
what the war effort was for my generation--especially if TA is viewed in its full
scope of identifying new technological possibilities as well as side effects.

4
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An Evaluation of the International Biological Program, is available from the
National Technical Information Service, Spri4field, Va. 22161; PB 253 158;
$5.00 paper, $2.25 microfiche.)

Boffey, Philip M. -"NSF! Kennedy Pours Trouble on Oiled Waters." Sciencg 193,
10 September 1976: 986-08.

-A National Sbience Foundation grant to an energy policy analyst Who is also
'receiving support from the oil industry has touched off a'dispute between
the Foundation and the office of Senator Edward Kennedy.

Braun, Ernest; Davi4 Collingridge, and Kate Hinton. Decisions on Technology.'
SISCON. Leeds, England LS2.9Jr: Univergity of Leeds, 1976.

a

This reader,-part of the series prepared by the SISCON (Science in a Social
Context).project, consists of a number of case studies illustrating aspects
of technological decision-making. The collection concentrates on cases in
which the negative effects are thought to have dominated the gains.

Broudy., H.S. "Science, Technology and the Diminishel Mind." Journal of College
Science Teaching V, May 1976: 292-296.

An inquiry into a "paradoxica thesis:" "that-a society successfully emhody
ing the scientific mentality of technology can by its very success diminish
'the mEnd."

Carter, Luther. "Nuclear Initiative:' Califorrhans Vote 'No,' but Legislature
Acts." Science 192, 25 June 1976: "1317-1319.

In a June 8, 1976 referendum, Californians' rejected, by a two-to-one
majority, an initiative that would have severely curbed the development
of nucleat power in that state. But the California legislature has passed
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three bills, signed by the governor, establishing important new conditions.
that will have to be met before any more nuclear power plants are built in
the state.

Clutterbuck, C., and Simon Slander, eds. Health.Haaards in Industry. SISCON.

Leeds, Englamd LS2 9JT: University of Leeds, 1976.

Another in the series, of SISCON (Science in a Social Context readers, this
unit outlines some of the problems associated with identifying industtial
disease in modern industry and assessing some of the tethnological, moral,
medical, sociological and political issues involved.

Cournand, Andre, and MiOael Meyer. "The Scientist's Code." Minerva 14,
Spring 1976: 79-96.

The authors review the characteristic "norms".of scientific activity; assess
the stresses to which the, scientific code is currently being subjected, and
suggest ways in'which the code might be advantageously revised.'

Crosland, Maurice. "Science and the Franco-Prussian War." Social Studies of
Science 6, May 1976: 185-214.

This essay presents a case study of the relation between science and war.
Crosland examines both the influence of war conditicns'on the local devel-
opment of science and the influence of scientific knowledge'on the outcome
of war. 11,

Culliton, Barbara,J. "Biomedical Training: Time for a Slowdown." Science
193, 27 August 1976: 74f-748%

A review of the first report of the Colamirt e on a Study of National Needs
for Biomedical and Behavioral Research Personnel,. Created by the National
Research Act of 1974, the Committee has recommended a "modest but significant"
reduction of federalaupporot oUlstudents in the basic biomedical sciences
and a "significant reorientatioV of government sponsorship of training of
individuals in the behavidral sciences.

Culliton, Barbara J. "Confidentiality: Court Declares Researcher Can Protect
Sources." Science 193, 6 August 1976: 467 -469.,

'A California court has ruled that an .academic researcher has the same right

to protect confidential sources 4f information as does a journalist. In

denying a motion to force Harvard Professor Marc.J. Roberts to turnover
notes from confidential interviews, Judge,Charles B. Renfrew ofrhe U.S.
District Court wrote: "Compelled disclosure of confidential information
would without question severely stifle researchfinto questions of public
pOlicy, the very subjects in which the public interest is greatest." De-

tails of the case are reviewed in this article.

Culliton, Barbara J. "Kennedy Hearings: Year -Long Probe of,Biomed4a1 Research.

Begins." Science 193, 2 July 1976:. 32-34.

The Senate Health Subcommittee, chaired by. Senator Edward M. Kennedy, has
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begun a year-long review of policy in the areas of biomedical" and behavioral
research. ISsues tobe examined and some of the initial hearings are dis-
cussed in this article.

Culliton, Barbara J. "Recombinant DNA", Cambridge City Council Votes Morator-
ium."' Science 193, 23.July 1976: 300-301.

The.City Council of Cambridge, Ma., has held hearings on the safety of're-
'combiftant DNA research and on 7 July. Voted to declare a three -month morator-
ium on the work.' It also voted to establish a permanent body of scientists
and cites to investigate recombinant DNA research and report back with a
recommendation about allowing it to take place in Cambridge. Culliton dis-
cusses the events which led to this, exercise of "public participation in sci-
ence."

DeBakey, Lois. "Ethically Questionable Data: Publish or Reject ?" Clinical
Research 22, April 1974: 113-121. g.

Much attention has been given to the ethics of experimentation, but rela-
tively little to the propriety-of publication of the resulting data: This

r article delineates some of the problems raised by the publication of reports
on human experimentation and points to'the implications of editorial decisions
for science and society.

DeBakey, Lois, and S. DeBakey. "Ethics and Etiquettein Biomedical Communica-
tidn." Perspectives in Biology and Medicine 18, no. 4, Summer 1975: 522-540,

"Since the biomedical report, as the permanent record of the results, is an
- integral part of laboratory and clinical experimentation, the ethics of bio-

- medical communication is interwoven with the ethics of biomedical science."
This article focuses ,on the ethical responsibilities of'scientist-authors,
With a brief discussion of the duties of science reporters.

.

Drath, L., M. Gibbons, andrJ, Ronayne. "The European Molecular Biology Organ-
ization: A Case-Study of Decision-Making in Science Policy." Research
Policy 4, 1975: 56-78.

DeCisions about how resources are allocated to scientific prOjects constitute
as important part of the data base...;er thewformulation Of scientific policy.

This paper describes how, from the point of view of the British system of
science,' the decision was taken to join the European Molecular Biology Con-
ference.

0

Engelhardt, H. Tristram, Jr. "The Roots of Science and Ethics." Hastings
Center Report 6, no. 3, June 1976: 35-38.

0

This article gives an overview of the discussions of a research group at the
Institute of Society, Ethics and the Life Sciences, that has bean addressing
the theme, "The Foundations of Ethics and Its Relationship to the Sciences"
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Frankel, Charles, ed. Controversiesand Decisidts. The Social Sciences and

Otblic Policy. New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1976.

The essays in'this volume, prepared under the auspices of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences, examine the logical, historical and institutional
aspects of questions concerning the independence of the social sciences: How

justified are the social sciences' claims to objectivity? Are those/sciences

merely disguised ideologies? What is the proper relationshipbetween the
social sciences and public policy? What are the norms of conduct for the
social scientist in political,controversy? What is the effect of certain

II.institutional arrangements on the autonomy of the social sciences?

Contents include:. "The Autonomy of the Social Sdiences," by Charles Frinkel;
"The Role of Values in Social Science Research," by Nicholas Rescher; "The
Reward System of the Social Sciences," by Jonathon R. Cole and Stephen Cole;
"The Ideal of Objectivity Among American Social Scientists in the Era of Pro-
iessionalization, 1876-1916," by Hugh Hawkj.ns; "Max Weber and the Roots of
Academic Freedom," by Robert Nisbet; "Five Decades of Public Controversy'Over
Mental Testing," by Lee J. Cronbach; "The Jensen Controversy: A Study in the

Ethics and Politics of Knowledge in a, Democracy," by Yaron Ezrahi;,"Scholars
as Public Adversaries: The Case of Economics," by Harry G. Johnson; "Science
Advising and the ABM Debate," by Paul Doty; "Scholarly Rights and Political
Morality," by Kenneth D. Boulding; "Federal,Academic Relations in Social.
Science Research," by H. Field Haviland; "The Federal Government and the
Autonomy of/-6cholarship," by Harvey Brooks; "How Good Was the Answer? How

Good Was the Question?" by Adam Yarmolinsky; "Legitimating the Social Sciences:
Meeting t4e Challenges to Objectivity and Integrity;" by Edward Shils.

. Frazier, Kendrick. "Science and the Parascience Cults." Sciende News 109,
29 May 1976: 346-350.

Concerned, about the growing public interest in.psychic.phenomena, the occult
' and pseudoscience, about 40 scholars, scientists and researchets have organ-

ized the "Committee to Scientifically Investigate Claims of the Paranormal."
This article describes the formation of the group and its proposed functions.

The article provoked considerable rea er response. For a sample of letters,

see: "Science and Pseudoscience: Re ponse." Science News 109, 19 June 1976:

397-399.

411P

Greenberg, Daniel S. "Major Battle Looms in C gress over Support for tasic

Research." The Chronicle of Higher Educatio , 21 June 1976: 9.

A repeat-of the House Appropriations"Committee contends that the scientific
community is exaggerating its financial needs. ,Although 4 Senate subcommittee
backed the Administration's request for an increase in NSF's FY1977 funds,
the House Committee rejected the argument that basic research has been under-

supported.
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Greenberg, Daniel S. "Senate Likely to Pay for ProxmireThefente." The Chronicle
of Higher Education, 31'May 1976: .11.

;

Senator WilliamProxmire initiated the "Golden Fleece Award" in 1975 to spot-
light alleged wastefulness by federal agencies. NOW a researcher is, kuing the
Senato?, charging,that he was libeled when the "Award" was bestowed on three
federal agencies that supported his research.

Holden, Constance: ."If I Were the Science Adviser: Some Luminaries Have Their
Say." Science 193, 6 August,1976:- 464-467. r

The selection of H. Guyford Stever, as the President's science adviser was
announced just as Science was completing a survey to find out what various
people wpuld do if appointed to that position. This article reports the views
of: Barry Commoner, William 0. Baker, Alvin Weinberg, Jeremy Stone, jester
Brown, B.F. Skinner, Amitai Etzioni, Gatret Hardin, Margaret Mead; Theodore
Roszak, Arthur Kornberg, Dixy Lee Ray, Willard Libby and Bruce Murray.

Holliinger, David A. Morris R. Cohen and the Scientific Ideal. Cambridge, Ma.:
MIT Press, 1975.

Cohen was one Of the early twentieth century'p most influential commentators
on the'cultural significance of the "scientific method." This critical study
of his career.analyzes Cohen's science-based philosophy and ex oies the func-
tion f that philosophy in the learned discourse of the U.S.. from about 1915
to 19'45.

Jonas, Hans. "Freedom of Scientific Inquiry and the Public Interest." Hastinp
Center Report, August 1976: 15-17.

dr

Jofas takes a probing look at the premise that scientific inquiry per se raises
no moral problems. He argues that "moral and legal issues arise in the inner
workings of science, long before the question of-application arises," and thug
that "the ancient alibi of pure theory and with it the moral immunity that it
provided no longer hold."

See also "Inquiring into Inquiry: Two Opposing Views. ", Hastings Center Report-,
August 1976: 18-19, for responses to Jonas-by Robert Sinsheimer and Gerard Piel.

Lawrence, Eleanor. "Genetic.Manipulation: Guidelines;Out." Nature 263, 2 Sep-
tember 1976: 4-5.

Discusses the report on genetic manipulatiOn expertmen involving recombinant
DNA prepared in Great Britain by the Working Party on Genetic Manipulation.
This is the counterpart to the set of guidelines issued recently in the.U.S.
by the National Institutes of Health.

Marx, Jean L. "Science and the Pre$s: Communicating with'the Public." Science
193, 9 July 1976; 136.

On May 3-6, 1976, the Society for Neuroscience sponsored a seminar for scientists
and science writers to diScuas some of the problems involved in communicating
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science to the general public. The existence of the seminar is but one indica-

tion of the growing acknowledgement that the press is a useful tool for educat-
ing the public about scientific research,

Na, .-ional Science FoundatiOn. 1985 R & D Projections. (Available'for,purchase
from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Prihting Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402, for $0.75 per copy. Stock number is 038-000-00-292-9.)

_This report presents estimates of .R & D spending in 1985. Projections are
derived from statistical studies of past relationships betOeerl R & D funding `

and other economic variables and analyses of- current economic conditions and
' trends. The report states that the "projected.numerical figures should be

regarded with caution and should certainly not be considered as precise indi-
cators." "('

National Science Foundation. Expenditures for Scientific and Engineering Activ-
ities at Universities and Colleges, Fiscal Year 1974., (Available from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402, at $1.15 per copy. Request stock no. 038-000.4)0270:8.)

Contains statistical data on scientific expenditures--research, development
,and instruction, in the sciences and engineering - -by U.S. universities and
colleges for 'fiscal year 1974.

National Science Foundation. Federal Support to Universities, Colleges and
Selectedi4onprofit Institutions,-Fiscal Year 1974.' (Available from the uper-
intendegeof Documents, U:S. Government Pr- inting Office, Washington, D. Q. 20402,
for $1.80 per copy. The stock no. is 038 - 000-00276 -7.')

Includes data on the size and characteristics of federally supported activ-
ities in the University and college sector.' The report focuses on the $2.7
billion obligated fcr academic science activities, including research and devel-
opment, R & D'facilities, fellowships and training grants, general support for
science, and facilities and equipment for instruction in.the sciences -and en=

. <-gineering.
....,,

''," °,.

National Science Foundation. Graduate Science Education: Student Su port aid.'
POstdoctorals, Fall 1974 4T1SF 7613) (Available from the Superinte dent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 at $2.10
per copy. The stock-iiiig,er is 038-000-00-289-9.)

,Presents detailed analyses of, results oP a 1974 nati wide s bey
..-,.....pey of enrolment411,

of graduate science and engineering students in Ph.D. rantingAnstitutions : 114,
and sources of their financial support. Provides data on full- and part-time '

enrolment, level of study, citizenship, sex of student, control of4ifstitut/on
and distribution among fields of 'science. Data on postdoctoral utilization 0
are available in terms'of 'field of science and source of suppyt.

Mb

..Natiofial Science Foundation. Manpower Resources for Scientific Activities at
Universities and Colleges, January 1975. (Available from the Superintendent

"of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington; D.C. 20402, at '

$1.45 per copy., Stock no-.: 03Ek000-00-287-2. %
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'Prepared by.NSF'slAVision of Science Resource'sStudils, this report presents
-

.
the results .of an NSF survey of scientific and'engineering personnel employed
at universities and colleges, taken in January 1975.

EL,
,-. .

....,

National Science.go Ada on.
4

National Pottery? of R & D Resources: Funds &

MO
Manpower in. the United States, 1953-1926. (kvailable from the'SuperintenAent -

.of Doculents,.U:S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
4

D.C. 2040240t $045
par copy. Stock no:: D38-00kOp285-6.).

, ,

The report-coVers R'& D funding and manpower in the -,four sectors of the economy:
the Federal Government, industry,,,un versi ies And colleges, and nonprofit in- .

stitutions.

. . . .. .

. , ,/
National ScienceTpundation. Science Resources Studies Highlights, "Academic .

. -Spending Up Twelve Percent in FY 19.75." (Copies of the report, NSF 76-307,

*are available upon request frock the Division of Sc.i nce'ResdurceS Studilf,
°National'Science Fonitation, 1800 G.St., N.W.,'Was gtop, D.C..20550:) '

Presents data,on research and develoOmentc" wenditures at U,S.,universitiesti.
Iv 4,

and colleges in fiscal year 1975.
a IF-

Nelkin, Dorofhlif "The Science-Textbook Controversies." Scientific American 234,

4441-i1-1976:4013,3-39. . .

. . :

This article explores the'socialyandpolifical tensionsthat satain objections
to the teaching of science in public schools. 'It suggests that three themeq,...
pervade the'textbook disputes: ,a concern thit science influences`traAtiona/
moral and religious values, a resenttent of the authority. represented by eci- 4

encex. and' a demand that science should be more cloatly related to egalitarian

and pluralist political values. A selection of Afters concerning the article,
together With.anNinformative note by the author, appears in REientific American
235, July 147.6,: 6-9. eN.

Nichofi, William. "Sceptics and Bdriev s: 'Sciente-Humanities Deblpte."4111,
...

)1 The,American Scholar, Summer 19,76:03,7 6.
-..

.

t"
This engaging essay traces the history of:science-humanities debates, !beginning
with Thomas Carlyle's 1829 essay, "Sigh's ofrthe 'nines," and Thomas Witer'S
response, "Defense of lidethanical Philosophy," in 18311 and continuing to sdie 41°

.
of the' more recent exchanges. .

,
. s , ;

. .

""No VacaiiOn for BilA,issue." Science News, 7 August 1976:, .87, 90.
%.

V

, ' cent developments conce combinant DNA research: the application

, of. St rd Univ and the Univers 'of, California qi, a patent on certain,

recombi t eec ues, and a letter frq ators Edward Kennedy and Jacob
.

Javit.,g4o Presid t Ford expressing Concern.a t industry'freediom ffom regu- A,.

lotion. . -..
.

L.
.

.

Norman,-Colin. "GeAptic Manipulation: .GUidelin4 Isoued.7 Nature 2102, 1 July 1976:
..., .

. i # .0
..'

*

.

.
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I .
''

'+ . t A report on the NIR guidelines for recombinant DNA eXPeriments devel-
lk Opments indicating.that the debates about the-research are.fa m over._

Norman, Colin. "Genetic Manipulation to be Patented ?" Nature 26,1,.24 June 1976:
624. .

.
\...,-

. AllA patent apiiiicatiolimpverning commercial ises of recombinant DNA techniques
'1 has been file bySiEnford University and the University of California, If

-:it is awarded, the holders of the patent could insist that commercial users
of the kocess agree to abide by NIH guidelines which are currently not bind-.

, Ey ihi on industry.' The patent, which would not affect research uses of the tech-
nique, May provide/a means of extending the coverage of the guidelines.

- .

Norman, Colin.. "Science vs. the PuhliA :lure 262,15rJuly 1976:\/163-165.
. f

-"St

jitn,analysis oiiihe conflict between groups of scientists, city offi als and
It Cambridge, Mar, residents over plans to conduct recombinant DNA res rch at

Harvard and MIT.
.. 4 . .

Al
Office of Techndlogy Assessment, LOffice of Technolo: Assessment:

.

Reportto,the Congress. l'5 Merch"1976. (Available,lrom the Siperin -ndent
of Documents, U.S. GoArnmen Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, at
S1.55,per Copy. $bockrno.: 052-063-00152-7.) .

p

or

This report covers the activities c.the,Office of Teckno/ogyAssetsment durin
calendar yehr 1975.. 'The four major sections describe lit structure and Organ-
ization or OTA, its, operating proceduresiwthe activities' of. the, Advisof0Coun-
cil and the assessment plans and,programs within'OTA's seven priority areas.
OTA publiChetons, personnel and advisory welists are listed in the appbndices:,

Olson; Rit ."Scientists are Losing Their ;ntellectualsArrogance%". i '

chology y 9, January *,:976: 70, 86; 90.
1 ' 3 416,6 '

4 ,
Olson exaMines 17cusseauts four'basia,,criticisms Of science, Consider the
traditional Atenses 9f science and theirshortcomings, and'turns to'a dis-
cussion of the probability and nature of a reconciliation between science and

.its critics. ., / "'*.s.L.: ' "
Paldy, Lester G. The NSF Science Education.Programand the Politics of Peer

.' Review." 'Journal o olgllege Science,Teachini V, May 1976: 214-34/7.

- 0 . . , ,If : .
., ,

'"

. An insightful anallys s of the cattitakisy over NSF'S Precollege curriculum.
. .

.

4. program and its links with recent attacks'on theagency's .peerreview process.
,

.

"RecombinaffrIMM-Aeetsthe CaMbridge,City Council.'" Science News 110, !
17 July 1976': 3a.

,
.

--'" ., .,

.

A description of events leading up to the Cambridge, Ma. CityCduncil'i
declaration of a three-month.mezazrikkm.On certain recombinant DNA experi-'''
meats.

2
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Reingold, Nathan: "Reflections on Two Hundred Years of Science in the United
States." Nature 262, 1 July 1976:'

Tile author contends that despite avid interest in current U.S. science policies
and developments', the history of Americin science is given inadequate' attention

outside of the U.S. Ne Ufges that the sciences in America be considered and
examined as a set of historiogfaphic problems.

ROnayne, Jit "Australia:" International Scicial Science Joufhai XXVIII, no 1,,

1976:' 48-64. -

This article describes the statusA research policy and.planning in Australia,
with special attention to thePcirOthstau,aeg-which'have contributed toward the
situation of science and- scientists in that country, today. It provi4es an
overview of administrative and policy-structures in scientifiC research, an
account of over-all* science policy machinery and a discussion of participation
by scientists in decision-making. . (

°

St. James-Robertg, Ian. "Are Researchers TrustwOrthy" NewrScientist 171,
4 2 Septethbe'r1-1976: .481-483,

Jr'

V

ExCept- for a few well-publicized everits-; little is known about scientific
dishonesty. "Science," claims ehe author, "hts maintained an ostrich-like
att4tude about intentional bias too long." New Scientist has launched an

\- investiigatiOn ot "intentional bias" and invites readers to participate through
a questionnaite in this issue.

Science Policies. for the Decade Ahead. Philadelphia; Pa.: The Franklin Insti-
tutetute Press, 1976.

,

f This volume containstheproceedings of The
- ,by H. Guyford Stever. Panelists included:
A(illian, Jerome Wiesner, Donald Hornig, Lee
David Z..Beck r, Harvey Brooks, and Robert

.*

'Among the discussion topics are: How Should U.S. Scie
n SCienceAnsWer Our Needs; Enetgy Resources; Popul
sources; National and International Economie'Interdependence.

second Franklin Conference, chaired
Ceorge-listiakowsky, James R.
Daridge, Edward ~E. Dal/id, Jr.,
B. Gilpin, Jr.

e Policy Be Set;
ion and World Food

Scientists' Ihstitute for Public Information. Nuclear Power, Economics and the
Environment. 6052Clarethont.Ave., Oakland, Ca. 94618: geientists' Institute
for Publik4Information. (The price is $2.00 for single issues; $1.75 a copy

.

for.ten ill mare:).
, -

/
- ,.

.;.,, The articler-4.n this readhr originally appeared in'Environment Magazine. Con-
6 tents include: "Introduction," by Martin Brown; "Repert Cdfd on Nuclear Power,"
by Sheldon Novick; "Nuclear Safety," by Daniel ct Pord and Henry W. Kendall;
"The Failsafe Risk," by Kurt H..*Hohenemser; "An Explosive Reactor Possibility,"
by,Kevin P. Shea; "Nuclear Misinformation," by Daniel F. Ford and Henry W.
Kendalli, "Fire Damage'," by E.A. Martell, P.A. Gq10en, J.J. Kraushaar, D.W. Shea
and R.H. Williams; "Hat astes from Nuclear Power,"-by George C. Berg; "Expensive
Enri*ient," )0.1rvi Resni ; "A Troublesome Brew," by Sheldon Novick; "A

ier ,43.-
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'Poor Buy," by J.B.'Cochran, J. Gustave SOeth, and Arthur Tamplin.

Seagrave, Sterling. "Science Court: Ttst Case his "fear?" BioScience 26, June.

1976: 377-380. '

A report on recent developments concerning the establishment of a "science
court" and.efforts4to select a test case; .

Shapley, Willis. Research and Development in the Federal Budget: FY 1977.
Washington,- D.C.: American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1976.

is report and commentary by a former budget official provides a concise and
rrent pictUre of the federal budget and budgeting process; an'explanati'on of

how R & D appears in the federal budiet; how constraints and alternatives af-
fect decisions; a'discussion of R & D.budget issues; and a review of the Pres-
ident's budget for TY1977, and what it means fort & D.

Sills, David. "Social Science Research and the of Energy Policy."
Social impact Assessment 5, May 1976: 5-10. _

.

This paper outlines a number of areas in which *vial science, research could
usefully illuminate the formation of enemy polidy... .

. . ,
.

Steinfels, Peter.- "Biomedical Research and thepublicf A Report fiom'the Airlie
House Conference." Hastings-Center Report 6, no. 3, June 1976: 11-2.5.

.

A'report of a meeting held in the spring of 1976Ato explore.sourees andlremedtes
for tensions between biomedical. research scientists and theda, 1,public.

ix.

Task Force of the Presidential Advisory Group on Anticipated Advances in Scietce
and Technology. "The Science Court Experiment: An Interim Report.,"'"IScienc'e

193, 20August 1976:, 653-656. e ' - A",,
_ 1

The Task'Forces proposes "a series of experiments to develop, adversary pro- -,

ceedings aid test their'value in resolving tedhnicaldisputea,fver,questions .

of scientific fact." This report presents the reflectiops of he Task ForCe
on the following aspects of the proposed experimentAl'ScleCe Court: prror;'

cedures, including issue selection, selection of advocatesjwiges and referees,
and the.adversary process; anticipated results-of, the Proteeditg; and the evalu-
ation of the experiment.

4
,-

4

.,...

Thackray, Arnold. "Scientific Networks in the Age 'of the"mmericanilevolution."

. Nature 262, 1 July 1976: 20-24. . 4' J

41

Channels of communication between scientists inpthe U.K. and X4S. during the
late eighteenth and early'nineteen61,centuriqs14Le reviewed-in'the light'Of,
the social, cultural and political moods of the time.

Tidball, M. Elizabeth, and Vera Kisiiakowsky, "Baccalaureate Originstof American
Scientists and Scholars."' Science 1g3, 2'0 August 1976: 64;6-652.

' i 0
This article analyzes the instituta40 productivity of-UAS. colleges and

kiw.- .
..
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universities, in terms of baccalaureate recipients who have subsequently

earned reseatCh doctorates. The data show4that the undergraduate dnstitu-
tion's from which women,havegoneon tlbdoctorates differ froth those of men.

Tribe, L., C.S. Schelling, end's'. Voss, eds. When Values Conflict. Cambridge,

'Ma.: Ballinger, 1976.

Nine essays on the philosophy of-environmental protection. The authort are
members of.a group sponsored by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences to .

study the problems of decision-making about the environment. One of the main
problemsis how co'incorporate What the study calls "fragile" values into the
"hard" values which can, reasonably be quantified. (See the essay reviewvby
Eric Ashby, "Towards an Environmental Ethic," in Nature ip, 8 July 1976:
84-85.)

Wade, Nicholat. "Recombinant DNA: Chimeras Set Freumnder Guard." Science 193
16 July 1976: 215-217.

*
A brief analysis of the final version of the guidelines for recombinant DNA,
`research, issued by th& National Instituteszof Health at the end of June after
two years of debate aid discussion. ,

Wade, Nicholas. "RecombinandFDNA at 'White House."-Science 193, August )976:,

46*,

In a July 19 letter to Preiident Ford, Senators Edward Kennedy and Jacob Javits
urge him to make all recombinanr,DNA research, including that conducted by in-
dustry, subject to federal control. Because the NIH guidelines issued in. June
apply only to NTH granteel, the,Senators are concerned that much recombinant
DNA research would not be subject any'control.

Walsh, John. "British Science Policy: Assuming a'Lower Profile." Science 1133,

9 July 1976: -132-134.
S.

Shortly after the resignation of Harol Wilson frcfm the Office of Prime' Minister,.
the Britigh GoveYnment reorganized i proCAures for providing science advice,
at high levels, and abplished the o fice of Science Adviser to the Governme?t.
Events leading.to these steps are described in this article.

Walsh, John. "Nuclear Tower: France. Forges Ahead or Ambitious Plan Despite
Critics." Science 193,23 July 12.2.§4 305-106, 340.

This article discusses the.deyelopmen and current state of antinuclear activism
in France.

4,

Walsh, john."Science Adviser: 'Four GOP Senators Seek to Block_Mominhtion of
Stever."p"Science 193, 2 July 1976: 35-37.

Objections to NSF policies and p
Fqrd not to appoint NSF director
,office.

edures led four Senators to urge President
Guy Stever as heacf-of the White House science

45
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:

Weart,-Spencer R. "The Rise of 'Prostituted' Physics," Nature 262, 1 July 1976:
13-17.

The influence of science on business and industry has grown dramatically in the
twentieth century. This article charts the rise of industrial research and its
sustained vigor-during this period. ...

'''

.s .

Ziman,'John. The Force of Knowledge. Cambridge, England: Cambridge University
Press, 1976.

Subtitled "The 5c4ntific Dimension of Society," this book eXtends,the author's
previous work (Public Knowledge) on the relatiOnS between science and society.
Here he examines the historical development of scientific research as a pro-
fession, the growth of scientific technologies out of the useful arts, the
sources of invention and technical innovation, and the advent of Big Science.
Among current problems, Ziman discusses the economics of research and develop-
ment, the connections between science and war, the nature of science policy;
and the moral dilemmas' of social responsibility in sciencoThe_final section
includes a chapter y-chapter list of suggested topics for oral and written
discussion, with ited r ferences to pertinent materials.

40

Zinberg, Dorothy; " ion through Science: The Early Stages of Career Develop-
ment in Chemistry." Social Studies of Science 6,' May 197:6: 215-246..

This paPerdipresents the findings of a five-year study of the career development
of a group of chemistry students in a ,pritish university..Begun in (1948, "the
study attempted to identify significant social-psychological.themes and environ-
mental factors that contributed to the studenti' perceptions of their undergrad-
uate experienceand, in turn, the cumulative effect of these experiencgs on the
development of their postgraduate career plant." 411
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